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Topic 1: The Situation in Ukraine

Introduction

The situation in Ukraine has
been taking place since
2013, only having major
escalations in 2022 with
Russia deciding to launch
an invasion.

The invasion is believed to
have had thousands of
soldier and casualty deaths
on both sides and to have
sparked the biggest refugee
crisis in Europe since World
War II, with an estimated 12
million Ukrainian citizens
fleeing from their country
as of September 2022. The
conflict is not only affecting
the countries involved as it
set off a global food crisis
with a rapid increase in
food prices in 2022.

After the Ukrainian Revolution
which took place from 2013 to
2014, Russian began the
annexation of Crimea along with
sending paramilitaries to capture
the Donbas region in
south-eastern Ukraine.

This series of events led to the
beginning of a regional war in
Donbas. After almost a decade
of minimal activity taking place
in the region, in March of 2021,
Russia decided to deploy a
significant amount of military
troops and artillery along the
border with Ukraine, eventually
adding up to approximately
190,000 troops along with their
equipment. Regardless of the
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military reinforcement, the potential of an invasion being launched for Ukraine
was denied by all Russian officials.

It is speculated that Russia wanted
to have military forces as close to
Ukraine as possible in order to have
an advantage over them if conflict
was ever to escalate. This could
explain Russia’s decision to
recognize the Donetsk People’s
Republic and the Luhansk People’s
Republic on the 21st of February
2022.

These are two self-proclaimed
quasi-states in Donbas, which gave
Russia the opportunity to take control over them as they were authorised to
have military forces enter both territories.

This ultimately gave Russia the ability to begin an invasion which started in the
morning of the 24th of February when the president of Russia Vladimir Putin
claimed he was starting a “special military operation” in order to achieve the
“demilitarisation and denazification” of Ukraine.

Definition of Key Terms

● Invasion: a military offensive in which large numbers of combatants of
one geopolitical entity aggressively enter territory owned by another
such entity, generally with the objective of either conquering, liberating
or re-establishing authority over a territory.

● Euromaidan: this was a wave of demonstrations and civil unrest in
Ukraine, which began in November 2013 with large protests in Maidan
Nezalezhnosti in Kyiv. The protests were sparked by the Ukrainian
government's sudden decision not to sign the European Union–Ukraine
Association Agreement, instead choosing closer ties to Russia.

● Annexation: it is the forcible acquisition of one state's territory by
another state, usually following the military occupation of the territory. It
is generally held to be an illegal act.

● Paramilitary: an organisation whose structure is similar to those of a
professional military, but is not part of a country's official or legitimate
armed forces. Paramilitary units carry out duties that a country's military
or police forces are unable or unwilling to handle.

● Demilitarisation: the reduction or complete removal of state armed
forces, which usually takes place as a result of a peace treaty ending a
war or a major conflict.

● Quasi-State: it is a political entity that does not represent a fully
institutionalised or autonomous sovereign state.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military
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General Overview

Euromaidan

The origins of the conflict could be traced down to the incident which took
place in 2013 known as the Euromaidan. This was an uprising of protests and
turmoil in Ukraine that started in November of 2013 with sizable rallies on Kyiv's
Maidan Nezalezhnosti.

The surprise rejection of the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement by the
Ukrainian government took place in order to favour deeper relations with
Russia, ignited the protests.

Russia had pushed Ukraine to reject the Agreement with the EU, but the
Ukrainian parliament had overwhelmingly accepted its completion. With
demands for President Viktor Yanukovych's resignation, the protesters' reach
grew.

The Azarov Government, which was ruling Ukraine at the time, was facing heavy
criticism not only from its citizens as it was described as the embodiment of
corruption and accused of violations against human rights. By the end of the
Euromaidan protests, at the beginning of 2014, they had been taken down from
their positions of power and replaced.
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Ukrainian Revolution

The Ukrainian Revolution, also
known as the Maidan
Revolution or the Revolution of
Dignity, occurred in Ukraine in
February 2014 after the
Euromaidan demonstrations.
The revolution took place after
confrontations commenced
between the protesters and the
police forces of the capital Kyiv.

The reasoning behind the
clashes and conflicts taking
place was the attempts of the
protesters to overthrow the
president of the time, Viktor
Yanukovych, along with the
parties ruling the government.

In the whole month of February that year, there were a total of 108 deaths of
protesters along with 13 deaths of police officers.

Russo-Ukrainian War

As a result of the chaos, Russia took action and proceeded with the annexation
of Crimea from Ukraine. This took place shortly after the ousting of Viktor
Yanukovych as president.

Now they had the ability to support the Pro-Russian separatists with their
attempts against the Ukrainian government in the war of Donbas. Protests took
place in major cities across south-eastern territories of Ukraine, which were led
by the Pro-Russian groups.

Unmarked Russian troops entered Ukraine's Crimea at the same time, seizing
key locations and infrastructure, including governmental structures.

The result of the internationally unrecognised Crimea status referendum, which
was arranged by Russia, was in favour of Crimea becoming a part of Russia.
Crimea was annexed in its entirety shortly after the referendum was held.
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Donbas Region

Pro-Russian separatists in eastern Ukraine declared the establishment of the
Donetsk People's Republic and the Luhansk People's Republic in April 2014.
These attempts were aided by political elites, special troops, and dubious
military advisors from Russia.

A sizable convoy of unmarked Russian military vehicles reached the Donbas
region across the Ukrainian border in August 2014. Despite denials to the
contrary, Russian forces took part in pivotal clashes of the Donbas conflict and
kept strategic reserves prepared to march into Ukraine if needed.
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Events of 2022

After the invasion had begun on the 24th of February, Putin made a statement
explaining his reasoning.

Putin expressed irredentist ideas during his speech, contested Ukraine's
statehood rights and incorrectly asserted that the ethnic Russian minority in
Ukraine was subjected to persecution by neo-Nazis.

Throughout Ukraine, including the capital Kyiv, missiles, rockets, and airstrikes
were launched. This was followed by a sizable ground assault from many
different angles. Russian attacks were first launched on four fronts: a southern
front from Crimea, a south-eastern front from Luhansk and Donetsk, and a
northern front from Belarus towards Kyiv.

Following a siege, Russia took
control of Mariupol in May after
taking Kherson in March. Russia
resumed its assault on the
Donbas region on April 19. By
July 3, Luhansk Oblast had been
completely taken over. The
illegal annexation of four
partially-occupied Ukrainian
oblasts by Russia was declared
shortly after. Up to 18% of
Ukraine was under Russian
control by September 2022.

Referendums on the annexation of Ukraine's occupied regions, such as the
Donetsk People's Republic and the Luhansk People's Republic in
Russian-controlled Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts of Ukraine, were conducted by
Russian-installed officials in Ukraine. The official results indicated resounding
majorities in favour of annexation, which the Ukrainian government and its allies
denounced as fraudulent elections.

A few days after
these events
Vladimir Putin
announced a limited
mobilisation on
September 21, 2022.
No major changes
have been made by
the Russian Military
to this day
(November 2022).
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Support for Ukraine

The invasion has drawn strong worldwide criticism and led to many member
states along with the UN showing overwhelming support for Ukraine.

● The General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a resolution
(general assembly resolution ES-11/1) denouncing the invasion and calling
for a complete withdrawal of Russian forces.

● Russia's military actions were ordered to cease by the International Court
of Justice, and Russia was ejected from the Council of Europe.

● Numerous nations placed sanctions on Russia and its ally Belarus, which
had an impact on the global and Russian economies.

● Ukraine had also been provided with humanitarian and military aid,
gaining as of August 2022, a total
of nearly $80B from 40 nations.

● Protests took place all around the
world; in Russia, they were
greeted with heightened media
censorship and widespread
arrests, including a ban on the
words "war" and "invasion"

● In response to the invasion, more
than 1,000 enterprises left Russia
and Belarus.

● Since 2013, the International
Criminal Court has begun looking
into crimes against humanity
committed in Ukraine, including
war crimes committed during the
invasion of 2022.
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Major Parties Involved

The Russian Federation

As of 2013, the Russian Federation had been causing issues in Ukraine which
would eventually give them the opportunity to launch an invasion. Russia is
claimed to be a democratic state, meaning the president is behind any major
decisions the nation makes. In this case, it is Vladimir Putin who regained power
in Russia in 2012 when he was re-elected as president, which he still is to this
day. It is important to note that not all Russian citizens or political parties are in
support of Putin’s actions. Even though Russia is constitutionally regarded as a
democracy, it does not necessarily act how one traditionally would. With
Vladimir Putin in control for a total of almost two decades, he is regarded as the
sole decision-maker of Russia. Perhaps the outcome of the conflict would differ
if multiple Russian politicians had a say.

NATO

NATO is coordinating and aiding member states in giving Ukraine financial aid
and military hardware worth billions of dollars. Many NATO partners have
changed their previous positions against delivering aggressive military aid in
support of Ukraine. NATO members provided Ukraine with more than 17,000
anti-tank munitions in the first week of the invasion.

The EU

For the first time in its history, the European Union gave Ukraine lethal weapons
and €2.5 billion. The EU announced that Poland will handle the distribution of
the €450 million in lethal aid and the additional €50 million in non-lethal
supplies for Ukraine. Under the framework of the European Peace Facility line,
the European Union pledged €1.5 billion to strengthen the capabilities and
resiliency of the Ukrainian Armed Forces and protect the civilian population.
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The USA

With $16.8B since February 2022, the United States has contributed the most
military aid. Including anti-armour and anti-aircraft weaponry, $350 million in
deadly military support was disclosed by US Secretary of State Antony Blinken
on February 26. Roughly 25,000 anti-air and 60,000 anti-tank weapon systems
had been sent to Ukraine as of April 11 by the US and its allies. On April 28, US
President Biden requested an additional $33 billion from Congress to help
Ukraine, including $20 billion for the provision of arms. Furthermore, unlike
other member states, the USA was able to support Ukraine not just through
physical means, but with artificial intelligence. Many of the Russian generals
who have died in battle during the conflict have been targeted and killed thanks
to intelligence given by the United States. It was a gateway allowing Ukrainian
generals to trace and track Russian troops in real-time.
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Belarus

In the Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022, Belarus, a close ally of Russia, backed
up its eastern foe. Belarus permitted the Russian Armed Forces to conduct
weeks-long military training exercises on its soil prior to the start of the invasion.
The Russian troops did not, however, leave the nation when they were
supposed to. Belarus permitted Russia to conduct a portion of the invasion from
its soil, giving Russia the quickest land approach to Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine.
Initially denying any involvement in the fighting, Belarus later acknowledged that
it permitted Russian missile launchers stationed on its soil to fire against
Ukrainian targets. Several allegations from the Ukrainian military and the
Belarusian opposition claim that Russian and Belarusian troops are fighting side
by side in Ukraine.

China

Both Xi Jinping (China’s President) and Vladimir Putin stressed how strong and
unrestricted their relations are during the meeting they had just before the
invasion. Chinese officials insisted on calling the Russian assault a "special
military operation" rather than an "invasion." Western media outlets have
frequently reported on the potential for Chinese military and economic
assistance to Russia. Despite China's denials that it supported the conflict in
Ukraine, these claims cast China as a careless participant in world affairs. China
is adamant that the conflict in Ukraine is minor and can be settled through
negotiations between the parties. China is attempting to prevent conflicts and
rivalry between the United States and Russia by implementing this strategy.
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Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

Minsk Agreements

The Minsk agreements were a set of international agreements that aimed to put
an end to the conflict in Donbas between armed Russian separatist groups and
the Ukrainian Armed Forces, in which Russian regular forces played a key role.

The Trilateral Contact Group on Ukraine drafted the first one, referred to as the
Minsk Protocol, in 2014. It involved the leaders of France and Germany in the
Normandy Format, Ukraine, Russia, and the Organization for Security and
Co-operation in Europe. On September 5, 2014, members of the Trilateral
Contact Group and the leaders of the Donetsk People's Republic and the
Luhansk People's Republic, respectively, signed the agreement. This deal
attempted to put an immediate ceasefire into effect after numerous prior
attempts to stop the combat in the area.

The deal failed to put an
end to the fighting, thus
Minsk II, a revised and
amended agreement was
signed on February 12,
2015. This deal included
several actions, such as a
ceasefire, the removal of
heavy weapons from the
front lines, the release of
war prisoners,
constitutional reform in
Ukraine that granted
certain Donbas regions
self-government, and the
return of control of the
state border to the
Ukrainian government. Fighting decreased after the agreement was signed, but it
never totally stopped, and its conditions were never fully carried out. The
parties to the Normandy Format agreed that Minsk II would continue to serve as
the cornerstone of any future peace agreement.

Vladimir Putin stated that the Minsk agreements "no longer existed" on February
22nd of 2022 and that Ukraine was to blame for their failure. Two days later the
Russian invasion took place.
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Sanctions

Russia was subject to heavy penalties from the West and others after it
recognised Donbas as an independent country. When the assault started, a
multitude of other nations imposed sanctions intended to destroy the Russian
economy.

The sanctions focused on people, banks, companies, financial transactions, bank
transfers, exports, and imports. Major Russian banks were barred from using
SWIFT, the global messaging system for international payments, as a result of
the sanctions, although others remained with restricted access to ensure that
gas supplies could continue to be paid for. The Russian Central Bank, which has
$630 billion in foreign exchange reserves, was also subject to sanctions by
having its assets frozen in order to prevent it from mitigating its effects.

Russian assets were completely blocked by sanctions as of March 1 and totalled
$1 trillion. Economic sanctions began to have an impact on Russia the day after
the invasion, with a 39% decline in the stock market. Russians flocked to
exchange money as the value of the Russian ruble dropped to record lows.

Regardless of all the penalties and setbacks, the economic war set on Russia
was not able to put a complete end to the conflict. Politicians of the EU have
argued that the sanctions have affected their countries to an even greater
negative degree, bringing up questions about whether this should continue.
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Possible Solutions

As there have been attempts made in the past along with some taking place
now, with the goal to end the conflict, no solution that both sides could agree
upon has arisen. The limitations of the UN make it even more challenging for
member states to conclude a realistic result. Most solutions suggested often
tend to favour Ukraine greater, which might be a reason behind there being no
clear answer. Some paths to consider are:

● Revaluation and refinement of the current Minsk agreement in order to
implicate it, or a creation of a 3rd Minsk agreement made with the
intentions of the previous two with different approaches

● Member states of the UN, EU and NATO could continue to provide large
quantities of both lethal and non-lethal supplies to Ukraine, along with
humanitarian aid

● The EU could continue and enforce an even more aggressive economical
war against Russia, for example with increased sanctions

Sources

https://www.usip.org/current-situation-ukraine

https://edition.cnn.com/specials/europe/ukraine

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-60525350

https://www.theguardian.com/world/ukraine

https://reports.unocha.org/en/country/ukraine/

https://www.cfr.org/global-conflict-tracker/conflict/conflict-ukraine

https://news.un.org/en/focus/ukraine
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Topic 2: The question of Taiwan

Introduction

The political status of Taiwan is a
controversial one as a result of World
War II, the Chinese Civil War and the
Cold War. The issue is centred
around the question of who the
islands of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen,
and Matsu should be administered
by, all of which are currently
administered by Taiwan. The
controversy also concerns whether
the current status quo of existence
and legal status as a sovereign state
of both the Republic of China (ROC)
and the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) is legitimate as a matter of
international law.

The geographical location of Taiwan
makes it a focal point of the
Asia-Pacific region. It used to be

self-governing prior to the 1600s, although there was no central ruling authority.
It became a Dutch colony for about 40 years in the early to the mid-17th century
and was subsequently independent again for about two decades. China gained
control in the late 17th century and ruled Taiwan for two centuries. Japan
acquired Taiwan in 1895 following the first Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and it
became a Japanese colony. On December 1, 1943, the heads of state from China,
the United States of America (USA), and Great Britain jointly signed the "Cairo
Declaration" specifying that: "all the territories Japan has seized from China, such
as Manchuria, Taiwan and the Penghu Islands, shall be restored to China."

With the fall of China's Qing
Dynasty in 1911, China faced political
and social turmoil as the end of
centuries of dynastic rule left China
in a politically fragmented
semi-colonial state. Two main
political-military groups, with
opposing ideologies - the Chinese
Nationalist Party, The Kuomintang
(KMT) and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) - competed to shape the future
of modern China. After the Japanese surrender in the Second World War, the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_status_of_Taiwan
https://www.un.org/ar/ga/53/a53145.htm#:~:text=As%20to%20its%20return%20to,for%20its%2021.8%20million%20people.&text=As%20a%20global%20organization%2C%20the,member%20of%20the%20global%20village.
https://www.un.org/ar/ga/53/a53145.htm#:~:text=As%20to%20its%20return%20to,for%20its%2021.8%20million%20people.&text=As%20a%20global%20organization%2C%20the,member%20of%20the%20global%20village.
https://www.un.org/ar/ga/53/a53145.htm#:~:text=As%20to%20its%20return%20to,for%20its%2021.8%20million%20people.&text=As%20a%20global%20organization%2C%20the,member%20of%20the%20global%20village.
https://www.britannica.com/place/Taiwan
https://www.britannica.com/place/Taiwan
http://www.diaoyudao.org.cn/en/2015-01/25/content_34649421.htm
http://www.diaoyudao.org.cn/en/2015-01/25/content_34649421.htm
https://thediplomat.com/2021/06/was-taiwan-ever-really-a-part-of-china/
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USA, which had favoured the KMT during the surrender negotiations, entrusted
the administration of Taiwan to the nationalist Republic of China (ROC) in
October 1945. It also attempted to broker a truce between the KMT and the CCP
however, subsequent CCP-KMT disagreements and cease-fire violations
resulted in the USA abandoning the mediation efforts on January 29, 1947, and
the withdrawal of the mission.

In 1949 Chinese communist armies defeated
Nationalist forces on the mainland and
established the People’s Republic of China
(PCR) in Beijing while the Nationalist
government fled to Taiwan, bringing two
million KMT troops and supporters with
them, hence resulting in the separation of
Taiwan from China. In the ensuing years, the
ROC claimed jurisdiction over the Chinese
mainland as well as Taiwan, although in the
early 1990s Taiwan’s government dropped

this claim to China. The Chinese government in Beijing has maintained that it has
jurisdiction over Taiwan and has continued to propound a one-China policy, a
position that few countries dispute.

Definition of Key Terms

Republic of China (ROC): The official name of Taiwan. Its territory consists of 168
islands and it is situated in Eastern Asia at the junction of the East and South
China Seas in the northwestern Pacific Ocean.

People's Republic of China (PRC): The official name of China. It borders 14
countries by land and has a narrow maritime boundary with Taiwan, a country it
does not recognise.

Government Sovereignty: A government that operates its own independent
nation without interference from foreign powers. Based on international law,
sovereign governments possess the unquestionable right to act on their nation's
behalf, make decisions about domestic policies and practices, and defend
against foreign invasion.

De jure sovereignty: A legal claim to sovereignty and control over a particular
territory that has its foundation in law but does not imply control over the area
in reality. The state of affairs is officially sanctioned.

De facto sovereignty: Practical control and jurisdiction over territory that is also
officially sanctioned. The independence of a state or political entity exists not
only in law but also in reality.
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Chinese Unification or Reunification: The process by which territories controlled,
or claimed, by the PRC and ROP are joined together under one political entity
and a political union is formed between the two republics.

Taiwan Independence: A position that insists that Taiwan is not an independent
state unless the Republic of China regime is overthrown and replaced by the
Republic of Taiwan.

Separatism: The belief held by people of a particular race, religion or other
groups within a country that they should be independent and have their own
government. China views Taiwan as a breakaway province.

“One China” Principle: A core belief followed by the PRC stating that Taiwan is
an inherent part of China, with the PRC serving as the sole legitimate
government of that China. “One China” policies express a country’s individual
approach to Taiwan and China that said country adopts when it establishes
formal diplomatic relations with the PRC. Each country adopts its own unique
“One China” policy, and the language used varies across the spectrum and
stems from their respective historical interactions with the PRC and the ROC.

“Two Chinas”: The geopolitical ambiguity where two political entities exist under
the name “China” with both the People's Republic of China (PRC) and the
Republic of China (ROC) claiming in the past de jure sovereignty over all of
China whilst denying the legitimacy of the other.

Taiwan Strait: A 180-kilometre-wide strait separating the island of Taiwan and
continental Asia. The strait is part of the South China Sea and connects to the
East China Sea to the north.

Taiwan Strait Crises: The armed conflict over strategic islands such as Kinmen
(Quemoy) and the Matsu Islands in the Taiwan Strait. There have been 3 Strait
Crises (1954-1955, 1958 and 1996) so far and arguably a Fourth is in the works at
the moment.

General Overview

Cross-Strait relations

Relations between China and Taiwan have
always been tense. The election of PRC’s
President Tsai in 2016 led to a further
escalation. China has employed a variety
of coercive tactics with the objective to
wear down Taiwan and prompt its people
to conclude that their best option is
unification with the mainland. The PRC has
increased the frequency and scale of
patrols of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) bombers, fighter jets, and surveillance aircraft over and around Taiwan as
well as sailed its warships and aircraft carriers through the Taiwan Strait in

https://english.news.cn/20220810/df9d3b8702154b34bbf1d451b99bf64a/c.html
https://foreignpolicy.com/2016/04/11/taiwan-independence-china-republic-huadu-taidu/
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/separatism
https://www.us-taiwan.org/resources/faq-the-united-states-one-china-policy-is-not-the-same-as-the-prc-one-china-principle/
https://www.ccpwatch.org/single-post/2017/12/29/one-china-multiple-interpretations
https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/two-chinas
https://web.archive.org/web/20101229223825/http://www.gio.gov.tw/taiwan-website/5-gp/yearbook/2001/chpt01-1.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mainland
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1953-1960/taiwan-strait-crises#:~:text=Tensions%20between%20the%20People's%20Republic,islands%20controlled%20by%20the%20ROC.
https://warontherocks.com/2022/08/the-fourth-taiwan-strait-crisis-is-just-starting/
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-taiwan-relations-tension-us-policy-biden
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shows of force. Taiwan has also reported that thousands of cyberattacks from
China target its government agencies every day.

Taiwan Strait Crises

Three Cross-Strait Crises have taken place between China and Taiwan thus far
with the provocation coming from the PRC each time.

First Taiwan Strait Crisis (3 September 1954 – 1 May 1955)

At the beginning of the 1950s, the USA took steps that allied it more firmly to the
ROC Government in Taiwan. In 1954, the USA led the formation of the Southeast
Asia Treaty Organisation which was designed to unify the region against the
perceived Communist threat. American officials also openly debated the
possibility of signing a Mutual Defense Treaty with the leader of the ROC, Chiang
Kai-shek.

The PRC viewed these as threats to its national security and regional leadership
hence in the interest of bolstering its strategic position it bombed Jinmen and
quickly expanded its targets to include Mazu and the Dachen Islands. The USA
and Taiwan signed the Sino-American Mutual Defense Treaty (SAMDT) that was
effective from 1955 to 1980 and later on the “Formosa Resolution” which gave
US President Eisenhower total authority to defend Taiwan and the off-shore
islands.

Second Taiwan Strait Crisis (23 August – 2 December 1958)

The PRC bombed the islands of Kinmen and the Matsu Islands in the Taiwan
Strait to "liberate" Taiwan from the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) and to
examine the extent of the United States’ defence of Taiwan's territory.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiwan_Strait
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiwan_Strait
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
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Third Taiwan Strait Crisis (21 July 1995 – 23 March 1996)

The immediate cause of the Crisis emerged in May 1995 when the Clinton
Administration announced that President Lee Teng-hui would be granted a visa
to visit Cornell University in June 1995. This was to be the first time a ROC
President had set foot on American soil. China was opposed to this however
Congress passed majority resolutions urging the President to allow Lee to make
the private visit because he was “the President of a model emerging democracy
and America's fifth largest trading partner”.

For Taiwan the decision was a great moral victory due to the international
attention it would bring to the separate existence of the Republic of China from
Taiwan. For China, the visit confirmed suspicions of a USA willingness to support
Taiwan's separatist tendencies.

The PRC yet again conducted missile
exercises in Taiwanese waters. The
first set of missiles was fired with the
intent of sending a strong message to
the ROC which had been seen as
moving its policy away from the
One-China Policy and the second was
fired to intimidate the Taiwanese
electorate in the run-up to the 1996
presidential election.

Potential Fourth Taiwan Strait Crisis

Trigger: USA House of Representatives
Speaker, Nancy Pelosi paid a diplomatic
visit to the Indo-Pacific region, including
Taiwan between August 2nd and 3rd 2022
despite the Chinese threats. The visit led to
a significant deterioration of the
Chinese-Taiwanese and Chinese-American
relations with some commentators even
arguing that the visit may lead to the fourth
crisis in Taiwan Strait.

“In the face of increasing aggression from the Chinese Communist Party, our
Congressional delegation’s visit to Taiwan honours America’s unwavering
commitment to supporting Taiwan’s vibrant Democracy,” wrote Pelosi
regarding the motivations of her visit.

Prior to the visit, the Chinese Minister of Defense, Wei Fenghe, threatened that
“if anyone dares to split Taiwan from China, the Chinese army will definitely not
hesitate to start a war no matter the cost”. The Chinese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs labelled the visit a serious political provocation that should be harshly
condemned and published a more explicit statement in which Americans were
described as the “biggest destroyer of peace in Taiwan Strait”.

https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/RP9697/97rp14
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Taiwan_Strait_Crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Taiwan_Strait_Crisis
https://ine.org.pl/en/nancy-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-and-its-repercussions/
https://ine.org.pl/en/nancy-pelosis-visit-to-taiwan-and-its-repercussions/
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Consequences: The PRC embarked on military drills around Taiwan between
August 4th and 15th 2022 as a means to express its severe discontent and signal
its capacity to control the dynamics of escalation. The manoeuvres entailed a
partial air and naval blockade of the island. As a response, Taiwan launched its
own live-fire military exercises amid China’s provocation which they claimed
had been scheduled in advance and were not a reaction to China’s. At the time,
it was reported that about 20 Chinese and Taiwanese navy boats were locked in
a standoff in the Taiwan Strait, with some Chinese boats attempting to pass into
the waterway’s median line, the de facto sea border. The joint air and sea
exercises launched have been the largest in the Taiwan Strait as they involved
test launches of ballistic missiles over Taipei for the first time. China’s actions
were dubbed as “a rehearsal for reunification operations” by some.
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https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/8/9/taiwan-holds-live-fire-drills-as-china-extends-war-games
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Taiwan Independence Movement

At the moment there is a strong anti-China sentiment, along with a growing
sense of an independent Taiwanese identity. Under President Tsai Ing-wen
(2016-present), Taiwan has essentially existed as an independent state and the
number of Taiwanese citizens seeking “reunification” with the mainland is
continuously decreasing. According to a January-June 2022 poll conducted by
the National Chengchi University in Taipei, only 6.5 per cent say they support
unification at some point meanwhile, more than 30 per cent are in favour of
moving toward independence which constitutes a substantial increase from just
15 per cent in 2018.

China currently claims Taiwan is a province of the PRC, whereas the current Tsai
Ing-wen administration of Taiwan maintains that Taiwan is already an
independent country. The Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) considers Taiwan
to already be independent as the Republic of China (ROC). The DPP advocates
for the status quo hence it does not pursue any formal change to Taiwan’s
status.

Taiwan’s Membership in the United Nations

On 24 October 1945 the Republic of China became an original member of the
United Nations (UN) and one of the five Permanent Members of the Security
Council. The China question thereafter dominated United Nations proceedings
throughout the 1950s and 1960s. The ROC lost its seat in 1971 with the China seat
instead being granted to the PRC.

Taiwanese bids to join the UN are rejected

For 15 consecutive years a membership bid was
rejected with the most recent one, in 2007, marking
the first time the nation had applied under the name
Taiwan instead of its formal title, Republic of China.

https://www.grid.news/story/global/2022/09/02/three-reasons-why-taiwanese-people-are-increasingly-opposed-to-reunification-with-china/
https://esc.nccu.edu.tw/PageDoc/Detail?fid=7801&id=6963
https://esc.nccu.edu.tw/PageDoc/Detail?fid=7801&id=6963
https://thediplomat.com/2020/04/no-taiwans-president-isnt-pro-independence/
https://thediplomat.com/2020/04/no-taiwans-president-isnt-pro-independence/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Democratic-Progressive-Party-political-party-Taiwan
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09512749408719098?journalCode=rpre20
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09512749408719098?journalCode=rpre20
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/192054?ln=en
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/07/24/world/asia/24iht-taiwan.1.6799766.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-taiwan-un-idUSN1926872820070919
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-taiwan-un-idUSN1926872820070919
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A series of approaches by Taiwan to various UN bodies were rejected by the
office of Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, the Security Council, and the General
Assembly. The Secretary-General cited Resolution 2758 (refer to “Previous
Attempts to Resolve the Issue” section) as acknowledging that Taiwan is part of
China, the organisation's adherence to the "one China" policy and its recognition
of the Chinese government in Beijing. UN membership is considered a move
toward independence and the PRC has threatened to attack the island if it
declares independence.

Taiwan has also attempted to gain observer state status. The COVID-19
pandemic especially provided some hope for
Taiwan, at least in the realm of health-related
agencies such as the World Health Assembly
(WHA) and the World Health Organisation
(WHO). However this victory comes with limits
as it has existed since 2009 under the name
“Chinese Taipei” and the International
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) registers
Taiwan as “Taiwan, Province of China”. It is
currently unable to apply under a name like the
“Republic of Taiwan” or the “Republic of Formosa” because of its complex
relationship with Beijing and its significant influence in the UN.

Recognition by other countries

Taiwan has full diplomatic relations with 13 of the 193 UN member states,
namely The Marshall Islands, Republic of Nauru, Palau, Tuvalu, Eswatini, Belize,
Republic of Guatemala, Haiti, Republic of Honduras, Paraguay, Federation of
Saint Christopher and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines as
well as the Holy See.

The ROC maintains unofficial relations with 58 UN member states, one
self-declared state (Somaliland), three territories (Guam, Hong Kong and
Macau), and the European Union via Taipei Economic and Cultural
Representative Offices (TECRO) that act as de facto embassies under the One
China principle. It has the 31st largest diplomatic network in the world with 110
offices.

Historically, when the ROC was competing for the exclusive use of the name
“China”, it had required its diplomatic allies to recognise it as the sole legitimate
government of "China" following its loss of a seat in the United Nations in 1971.
However, since the 1990s, its policy has changed into actively seeking dual
recognition of the PRC.
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Major Parties Involved

Republic of China (ROC)

President Tsai Ing-wen of the Democratic Progressive
Party has been the leader of Taiwan since 2016 following
her re-election in 2020. Her administration holds the belief
that Taiwan is already an independent nation.

People's Republic of China (PRC)

President Xi Jinping of the Chinese Communist Party has
served as the leader of China since 2013 after being
re-elected twice. He has made “reunification” of the island
with the mainland a major goal of his government. China
published on August 10th 2022 a white paper titled "The
Taiwan Question and China's Reunification in the New Era”.

United States of America (USA)

The USA has a longstanding “One China policy” guided by
the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) of 1979, the three
USA-China Joint Communiqués of 1972, 1978 & 1982 and
the Six Assurances of 1982. It claims to oppose any
unilateral changes to the status quo from either side; does
not support Taiwan’s independence and expects cross-Strait differences to be
resolved by peaceful means. The USA recognised the PRC and de-recognised
the ROC in 1979 by stating that the government of the PRC was “the sole legal
Government of China.” hence insinuating that the PRC is the only China, with no
consideration of the ROC as a separate sovereign entity. It did not however
conform to Chinese demands of recognising Chinese sovereignty over Taiwan.

The USA has attempted to pursue “strategic ambiguity” with regard to Taiwan.
Relations with Taiwan have been friendly and the USA has for years sold military
equipment to the Taiwanese government. Some US administrations have
agreed with the “One China” policy, with the caveat that any disagreement
between Taiwan and China must be resolved without the use of force; however,
President Biden has been more vocal in pledging that the USA should defend
Taiwan in case of a Chinese attack. The White House soon after reiterated that
the President was not signalling a change in American policy toward Taiwan.
Biden has unambiguously commented on Taiwan multiple times with his
Administration backtracking each time, despite the USA policy of "strategic
ambiguity" hence it is significant nonetheless in escalating tension.

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Tsai-Ing-wen
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Xi-Jinping
https://english.www.gov.cn/archive/whitepaper/202208/10/content_WS62f34f46c6d02e533532f0ac.html
https://english.www.gov.cn/archive/whitepaper/202208/10/content_WS62f34f46c6d02e533532f0ac.html
https://www.csis.org/analysis/what-us-one-china-policy-and-why-does-it-matter
http://www.taiwandocuments.org/tra01.htm
http://www.taiwandocuments.org/doc_com.htm
http://www.taiwandocuments.org/doc_com.htm
http://www.taiwandocuments.org/assurances.htm
https://www.state.gov/u-s-relations-with-taiwan/
https://www.state.gov/u-s-relations-with-taiwan/
https://www.us-taiwan.org/resources/faq-the-united-states-one-china-policy-is-not-the-same-as-the-prc-one-china-principle/
https://www.us-taiwan.org/resources/faq-the-united-states-one-china-policy-is-not-the-same-as-the-prc-one-china-principle/
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-taiwan-relations-tension-us-policy-biden
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-62951347
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-62951347
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/20/biden-taiwan-china-us-defence
https://www.voanews.com/a/us-state-department-walks-back-biden-s-unusually-strong-comments-on-taiwan-/6588234.html
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The Russian Federation

Russia has never had any official relations with Taiwan. On
October 3rd 1949, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR) became the first country to recognise the PRC
following the break up of all contact between the USSR
and the ROC defined by the Sino-Soviet Treaty of
Friendship and Alliance. The USSR had always adhered to
the policy of “One China” but insisted on a political solution
to deal with the crisis, unlike Beijing leaders who were considering military
action in 1954 and 1958.

Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2758

A resolution was passed on 25 October 1971 recognising the People's Republic of
China (PRC) as "the only legitimate representative of China to the United
Nations". It removed "the representatives of Chiang Kai-shek" from the United
Nations. Hence Taiwan lost its seat as a result and a China seat was granted to
the PRC.

Voting with respect to
resolution 2758 recognizing
the PRC as "the only legitimate
representative of China"

Green = In favour, Red = Against, Blue =
Abstention, Yellow = Non-voting, Grey
=Non-UN-members or dependencies.

Attempt to add a review of
Resolution 2758 onto the
agenda

On July 8th 1998, a request to review resolution 2758 claimed that it was a
product of ideological confrontation during the Cold War (1947-1991) when both
the ROC and the PRC were claiming to be the sole legal Government of China.
They declared the “continued exclusion” of Taiwan “archaic, unjust and
unwarranted”.

“Following a series of political reforms that have made it a true democracy, the
Republic of China today embraces a political philosophy that is totally different
from that which it espoused in the years immediately preceding and following
its exclusion from the United Nations. It is determined to find a solution to the
question of China's division by peaceful means. As to its return to the United
Nations, the Government has made it clear that it no longer claims to represent
all of China, but that it seeks representation only for its 21.8 million people.”
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The proposers argued that the divided South Korea and North Korea being
granted separate seats serve as precedents for parallel representation of divided
nations in the United Nations. While the exchanges between East and West
Germany via the United Nations and other international organisations
contributed to their peaceful unification in 1990.

Distortion and Abuses of Resolution 2758

China has pushed a narrative over the past 50 years, more so in the past 20, that
essentially claims that Resolution 2758 substantiates its one-China principle.

In 2021, USA Secretary of State, Antony Blinken, called upon all UN Member
States to support its “robust” participation, therefore, contesting pressure from
Beijing to block Taiwan’s access to international organisations. The USA accused
the PRC of “misusing” Resolution 2758 in blocking Taiwan. This supports the
government of Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen that Resolution 2758 merely
addressed the PRC’s representation rights in the UN but never authorised it to
represent Taiwan in the UN system nor did it mention that Taiwan was a part of
the PRC.

The issue lies in who the islands of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu should
be administered by with an array of options having been proposed in the past:

“One country on each side”: The concept that the PRC and the ROC are two
different countries, namely "One China, one Taiwan", as opposed to two
separate political entities within the same country of "China". It originated on
August 3rd 2002 when the former president of the ROP Chen Shui-bian
declared that separate countries exist on either side of the Taiwan Strait and
asked the citizens of Taiwan to consider legislation on holding a referendum to
decide the island’s future.

The first Taiwanese national referendum took place on March 2004 on concerns
regarding the acquisition of more advanced anti-missile weapons to improve
Taiwan’s self-defence capabilities and the engagement in negotiation with the
PRC on the establishment of a “peace and stability” framework for cross-strait
interactions. A voter turnout of approximately 45 per cent prevented the
referendum from passing although over 90 per cent of the roughly 7 million
voted in favour of both questions.

“One country, two systems”: A policy proposed by the PRC that has repeatedly
been rejected by Taiwan that involves having different economic and political

https://www.fpri.org/article/2022/09/the-uses-and-abuses-of-the-uns-china-resolution/
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3154280/support-grows-taiwan-take-part-un-status-change-still-runs
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3154280/support-grows-taiwan-take-part-un-status-change-still-runs
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10803920216379?journalCode=uafp20
https://www.taipeitimes.com/News/feat/archives/2018/12/02/2003705330
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systems from that of mainland China, while being part of the PRC. It was
originally proposed in the late 1970s with the island being able to follow its
capitalist economic system, run a separate administration and keep its own
army but under Chinese sovereignty.

It has been officially “unrecognised” in Taiwan, leaving only a political symbol
based on ideology. However, it is arguably the best solution available for a
reunion as it is relatively flexible. In this case, Taiwan will become part of China
as a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the PRC.

The 1992 Consensus: An alleged agreement between Taiwan's then-governing
and now opposition KMT and Beijing on the existence of only “one China”. In the
present day, it holds little importance following China's mixed messages on the
consensus and Taiwan's elimination of it entirely.

“Four Wants and One Without”: A policy proposed by the former president of
the ROC, Chen Shui-bian, in a speech on 4 March 2007 establishing that:

● Taiwan wants independence
● Taiwan wants the rectification of its name
● Taiwan wants a new constitution
● Taiwan wants development
● Taiwanese politics is without the question of left or right, but only the

question of unification or independence

Possible Solutions

1. Peaceful Negotiation: The tension and sovereignty disputes between the
ROC and the PRC could be resolved via the employment of conference
diplomacy with mediator third parties such as countries, the UN and/or
other international organisations present.

2. UN Cooperation: The UN could take a more active stance on the issue by
reviewing the terms and considering the repercussions of Resolution
2758.

3. Armed Conflict: The launch of a full-scale military operation by the ROC,
PRC or an outside party could bring an end to the ambiguous political
status of Taiwan on the international stage.

4. International Recognition: Taiwan lacks official diplomatic allies and
international recognition due to the overpowering sphere of influence of
China. Its admission and “meaningful” participation in organisations such
as the UN will contribute to international progress due to its critical role
in the global high-tech economy and education.
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Further Reading

1. HISTORY - Taiwan.gov.tw - Government Portal of the Republic of China
(Taiwan)

2. Crisis Management: China, Taiwan and the United States - the 1995-96
Crisis and its Aftermath – Parliament of Australia

3. America and China spar over the Taiwan Strait | The Economist
4. Tracking the Fourth Taiwan Strait Crisis | ChinaPower Project
5. What Is the U.S. “One China” Policy, and Why Does it Matter? | Center for

Strategic and International Studies
6. Political Status of the ROC in Taiwan - PMC
7. The Taiwan Straits Crises: 1954–55 and 1958

Videos and Documentaries

1. Why Taiwan Is Important (History of Taiwan)
2. Taiwan vs. China - The rocky road to democracy | DW Documentary
3. Taiwan: will there be war?
4. Why is Taiwan Not a Member of the United Nations?
5. China vs. Taiwan, Explained From Both Sides

https://www.taiwan.gov.tw/content_3.php
https://www.taiwan.gov.tw/content_3.php
https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/RP9697/97rp14
https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/rp/RP9697/97rp14
https://www.economist.com/china/2022/06/23/america-and-china-spar-over-the-taiwan-strait
https://chinapower.csis.org/tracking-the-fourth-taiwan-strait-crisis/
https://www.csis.org/analysis/what-us-one-china-policy-and-why-does-it-matter
https://www.csis.org/analysis/what-us-one-china-policy-and-why-does-it-matter
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7152184/#fn477
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1953-1960/taiwan-strait-crises#:~:text=Tensions%20between%20the%20People's%20Republic,islands%20controlled%20by%20the%20ROC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ksfdtz6qZIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otmp2NqDDX8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9wUxnRE3fU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8mUvIOuUgU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irwsJBuSKMI

